
Subject: Should we fix jumping on barracks on Canyon?
Posted by Aircraftkiller on Fri, 02 Jul 2004 05:16:32 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Quote:actually, when i said acting like god, i was referring to how you can't handle criticism and
won't listen to any opinions except your own. you dismiss everyone else's thoughts offhand
without ever even considering their validity. and i didn't mean it as a personal attack or anything;
i'm just stating the facts. if you want to be an ass to everyone, go ahead and do it. nobody really
cares. but it's just plain stupid to expect people to respect you when you treat them like dog shit.

If I don't listen to opinions, and can't handle criticism, why is it that I'm responding to you and
reading what you're writing? It's not good to assume that "bashing what someone creates or what
ignorance they write" equals "not listening to them and not taking criticism."

Where did I say I wanted respect? Listening to my opinions on the subject, as the only remaining
WS-affilated person to visit this forum on a regular basis, or care about what happens to the
game, is probably a wise thing. It's not as if I'm out to destroy Renegade.

Quote:i mean, you start arguments in the forums just because you're bored. you'll start bashing
someone and when people ask why you're stirring up trouble you basically just say there's nothing
else to argue about. and when people are having an intelligent discussion/argument, you're often
one of the first people to start turning it into a flame war. crap like that will not earn you anyone's
respect.

See above. I don't care for your respect because I don't know you and you don't matter to me
once I turn off my computer.

Quote:oh, and that bit about "cannot take the opinions of others" made me LMFAO. that's got to
be one of the most hypocritical things i've heard in a long time....

Where can you conclusively prove that I cannot take opinions of others? You  can't, and you know
it.

Quote:and by the way, i don't play any politics games. if i did, i wouldn't be saying any of this stuff,
because the admins of this site happen to like you. (at least, they tolerate you. i have no idea if
they actually like you or not.)

I butt heads with Crimson and Blazer often enough because I feel the need to prove my points.
Reference; earlier I was fighting mac because he thought it prudent to make a poll on this subject
(Barracks exploit) while I thought it more important to fix it and be done with it.

Quote:and just to reiterate, this post is NOT meant to be a flame, ACK. everyone knows you're an
ass. hell, it always seems to me that you're proud of that fact. all i'm saying is that if you treat
people like shit and then expect them to respect you, you're fucking stupid.

I don't care what any dictionary says, "flaming" is what homosexuals do... Anyway, beyond that
point, I'm not taking what you're writing as an insult. Sure, I'm an ass. So are you, and so is
everyone else here. Singling me out because I happen to be more up-front than most is, as you
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wrote earlier, hypocritical; at best.
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